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Query/Comment
Repeat point made.  In addition: other options.  Tax Evasion.  Ambiance and space. Ideals of libraries very important including books.  Are more women 
losing jobs than men? Environmental impact both short & long term
Drivers?  Wrong address on the literature.  Broken down and not told about it.  Affects rural communities.  We need to find out exactly who uses them, 
village magazine and parish magazine for St Pauls Church.  Unnecessary use of service.
1% County Budget 19p per week.   – Disproportionate.  Strength of feeling.  Can community libraries charge for the service?  Links?
Nott thorough enough, it is pragmatic, not a thorough enough piece of work.  Doesn’t look at the social aspect.
Minchinhampton Library.  Don’t care much for disadvantaged people who use Libraries.  Can volunteers do the job really?  Request for a public meeting 
at Nailsworth?  Can this be re-investigated?  Limited accessibility. Volunteer Library – Can’t run them.  Disproportionate on deprived areas.  Bishops 
Cleeve – would prefer to see cuts elsewhere.  Disproportionate.  Environmental impact of driving to other libraries e.g. Arlingham and other small 
villages.
Isolating if no Libraries.  Safe place, learning environment.  Multi ethnic, rural communities.  Reduction in access is really an issue.  Corporation Tax.  
Look at any other options, GLC.  It is vital e.g. mental health, isolation.
Job Centre.  Access to computers is very important.  Buses and transport services reduction will cause us problems which will cause a knock on effect.  
Short sighted future particularly with the computers.  Form of discrimination.  Volunteers are unreliable, effect on paid staff.  Big Society is a nonsense 
and gives volunteering a bad name.  Young children and mothers, stops isolation and older people will be disadvantaged i.e. people with less money will 
be discriminated against.
Where will all the reserves be put? I.e. the historical literature, books etc.  Can we email?
Indefensible and stupidly shortermist.  Knock on effect for decades.  People are concerned we don’t have a plan.  Libraries are places where kids learn 
to read for pleasure.  Risk of crime increasing for years to come.  Homelink – Sheltered Housing Schemes, replacing with volunteers and village agents 
won’t work, physically /mentally failing.  18th November Q158 incorrect answer given.  31st March consultation events.  Communication to customers 
is poor to residents as it has gone through the management.  Feedback in this, the last of services of this that have stopped for me.  Haven’t heard the 
voice of elderly care customers – Need to consult with them if we can.
Social cohesion could be damaged.  What lobbying are we doing to central government as an administration?  Can Mark Hawthorn explain what he has 
done to lobby government.
Tax havens £120K, Trident, Afghanistan and Aldermaston £26M redesigning battlehead nuclear weapons.
Opening hours etc need to be considered for working people.  What would convince me to change our view on Library budget.  Disgrace to keep them 
open.
PPF – your circle newsletter, information portal - local library. Elderly, computers.  Lots of people only  often not open.  Learning circles – Mental Health.  
Stroud – evening classes stops isolation and is low level learning.  Stonehouse for classes.  Dursley for learning.  Libraries not just about books.
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Nailsworth – youth club closing, library is the only place to meet.  Good place to do homework.  Trustees – volunteers action in Stroud, volunteers might 
be impeded by the fact that they can’t go against the......volunteers should enhance certain but the volunteers may not turn up, 9.30am bus pass etc.
Plaque on library wall, What would happen to the plaque?
Which community groups are we talking about in Stonehouse?  Written to Mark Hawthorn and not had a satisfactory answer.
Don’t like what is happening in Stonehouse, area of deprivation, attainment is poor.  Also applies to other areas.
Reserves – Still being put into this area, should not have borrowed so much in the first place.
Concerned about deprivation.  Books on prescription.  Libraries are havens.  I got my education supported my libraries, once it is gone it is gone.
Stan Waddington – What has he said about charging by communities?
I explained the criteria behind the tiers.
Concerned that the council says discussions with strategic partners didn’t start till later.
£1.2M in reserves should use some of this instead of cutting front line services and support vulnerable services.
Nailsworth – children attend after school club; normally go to the Library Friday or Saturday.  Avid readers.  Explained about Library Links and proposals 
to extend hours.  All street lights could be turned out overnight which could save money.  Nailsworth is accessible.  Librarians are great people and have 
developed relationships.
There is a feeling in Stonehouse that people are very surprised about the proposals and didn’t know about them.  Public Library users are aware of 
the fact that cuts have to be made.  Feel that more vulnerable people have not been supported.  Urban areas people need access to IT etc.  Books 
on prescription.  Underprivileged communities, may not be able to run community.  People are responsible for their own health etc (preventative). 
Libraries are supportive of this.  Should protect the Library Service a bit more.  Small element of local GCC budget.  Concerned about lack of mobiles in 
rural area.  Explained vulnerable.  Concerns around professional support & access to PCs
The integrity of the Library experience should be maintained.  Periodic user.  Knows it is very important to older members of the family.  Reduced hours 
more broadly may compensate for loss of ‘service’.
Proposed to overall deficits.  Don’t believe we need to make savings in the way we are doing it.  Should start at a national level – political.  Locally 
feel that the education of all young people.  This is an attack on app provision.  Older people – mobiles.  Libraries in smaller communities – buses 
poor.  Childminders near larger libraries can access.  Too much effort for parents outside main libraries.  Cannot do without Library staff – RFID etc.  
Unemployed young people need access to internet and resources.  Contributes to illiteracy.  Greater gaps between urban & rural.  Ill advised and 
inappropriate.  
Volunteers – should not be relied upon instead of staff.  The library is always first point of call whenever turns up somewhere.  Knows that’s where the 
information is and the maps are.  Starting point.  Network diminishing will be difficult.  Are partners bound by H&S etc.    Requirements of partners in 
these areas will require funding to set this up, will be wasted money.  5 years ago was impressed with the quality of staff.  Has changed as people moved 
on has now got a sense of unease.  Users need to understand changes in relation to RFID and security systems.  Confusion.  Would echo everything 
previous customer has said.
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Concerned for disabled people and those with small children in more rural areas (e.g. Minchinhampton) who may lose local libraries or mobile library 
service. This is the only service can get to and enjoy that is the same as other people.  Older people do not always use car; uses bus and walks.  Well 
read and researches things.  Explained that this was 3.5 days a week not 3.5 hours.  Deprivation was also a concern.  More people will have to use cars 
or will be unable to walk the extra distances.
Already spoken to Christiane and will go to see Antonia as well.  Promotion of informal learning.  Library Express.  Explained criteria behind LE & hours.  
Concerned about need to make cuts at all.  Council tax could be raised.   National Govt have said No.  Doesn’t see that Libraries should be first thing to 
be cut.  Protect vulnerable service.  Library does support this.  Uses Books on Prescription.  As economic student, does not feel that councillors have 
fully understood or are addressing underlying causes and alternatives to deficit and debt.  There is more than 1 approach.  The space and opportunity to 
browse in buildings is key.  Virtual Library is not a replacement.
Use is high and PC use increasing.  Not a holistic approach – bus services are being reduced.  Children’s story times etc helps reduce parental isolation. 
Cross generational stuff.  Adult education being reduced/withdrawn, libraries needed all the more.  Homelink mobile is essential.
There must be another alternative to such severe cuts to essential service.  Sense of community, reduces isolation. Where is GCCs soul?
Stroud library has been able to get books in via ILL to support PGD.  Library service is essential to continuing education.  Staff expertise essential, can’t 
be replace by volunteers.  Withdrawal of mobile service is bad as they already have a poor service.
Library Links @ 3 hours per week is not a Library.  Reduced stock, services etc.  Use other purposes.  Cuts too extreme.  Challenge Tax avoidance.  Top 
earners in GCC could take a 10% cut in salary to help.  Volunteers can support but not take charge of services, should continue to be professionally led.  
Reduced stock, fewer services, fewer people and buildings in failure.
Consultation not satisfactory.  Inadequate amount of information and time.  Every household should have been consulted in a meaningful way.  These 
proposals are corporate vandalism.  Libraries are the fabric of society.  IT only consultation not appropriate, not inclusive.  It is discriminatory.  Defacing 
1 Library book is vandalism.  What words can be used to describe the destruction of a library service.
Why are the least wealthy libraries being reduced to links?  They need libraries more than most.  More flexible approach to opening hours needed.  
Shocked at withdrawal of mobiles especially for vulnerable and elderly.  Access to books for youngsters.  No joined up thinking.  Increased travel has 
an environmental impact.  Why should some pay and not get a service.  Bus services and opening hours need to be co-ordinated.  Consultation not 
meaningful.
Increase council Tax Precept?  Why do we have lowest CT rise?  Profoundly undemocratic that library staff are not able to join in the debate.  
Reasonable that staff are neutral in work time but should be able to join debate freely.  Vulnerable people also use libraries.
Library Links.  Building failure in, people won’t use them and so will eventually be withdrawn.  Nonsense to increase places like Stow that are under used 
whilst Bishops Cleeve is being reduced.  How will consultation comments be used or be checked for validity.
Questionnaire is leading, not able to express point of view.  No opportunity to question.  Job losses are not clear.  Loss of quality to service and 
reduction in access to books, reading and educational activities.  Library is central to many people’s lives.  Short term view to achieve relatively small 
savings.  Why not broker deals corporately? E.g. have partnership with IT providers, give them product spec and get big discounts.  More creative 
approach to funs.  Not enough time to do things properly.  Longer period to explore sponsorship/partnerships.
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Very worried that community won’t be able to run local libraries and the service will be lost.  Question the council’s priorities.  Vulnerable people will be 
as affected by loss of service.
Asked what was happening within the proposals.  Explained and gave him map etc.
Disagree with cuts from Libraries.  Most basic community service.  Libraries provided peace and quiet and a place to study.  Don’t want that facility to be 
lost.  Libraries are safe, exciting places.  
Long standing damage.  Other authorities have more sympathetic view of the cuts to Libraries. Get the impression form Cllr Noble that it has already 
been decided.  Tory decision, we voted them in so agreed to the cuts.  If services are reduced we should reduce taxes.  Discrimination in rural areas.  
Environmental impact of additional car use to visit Libraries.  Reduced costs to run Libraries but increased costs to other services due to environmental 
factors and demoralisation of rural areas.
Concerns for literacy and access to books/information for children especially at Stonehouse, Nailsworth & Minchinhampton where travel & transport 
issues mean that it isn’t going to be possible for youngsters to get to a Library independently if their local service disappears.  Also these people placed 
higher value on informed staff being able to assist in supporting children’s reading choices through advice and experience.
Concerns for the elderly having to travel especially as so many only go into urban centres to shop etc and that neither Dursley or Stroud have customer 
parking so even more difficult for elderly customers carrying lots of books
Objections to paid staff being replaced by volunteers.
Objection to GCCs ‘sham consultation’, feelings running high about perceived lack of transparency to the process, lack of information about proposals 
on display in libraries. – customer cited instances where there have been local planning applications given more prominence in library than current 
library service proposals.  This customer was particularly incensed about proposals to withdraw mobile library service.
Will consultation results be published? Is when? If not, why not?
Lack of publicity re drop in sessions.  Not published widely in the press etc.
Community offer not thought through, insufficient detail on what the proposals are and not enough lead in time.
 

 


